
Top Strategies for 
Studying Portuguese

Key Tools  and  Essential links to use during your studying
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Introduction

Top Strategies for Studying Portuguese

Over time during the process of teaching my Portuguese students, I saw the need to create smart 
shortcuts so my students could develop their Portuguese skills better and reach their goals faster and 
more effectively. So I´ve created a list with essential website links, a Guide or Tools to be used when 
studying alone or after our lessons.

This strategy really has proved  to be useful  throughout the process of studying. It´s actually more than 
useful, I consider it essential for your success. It is a path that if you follow as a guide it surely will make all 
the difference from now on in your Portuguese studies. You will see!

First, It is crucial  that you have these links saved on your bookmarks or tool bar. Create a folder just for 
these internet pages I am giving you here so you have them at hand. Your progress will greatly depend on 
this ability to switch between these links according to your need at homework moment. These “screen 
guides” should be open at the same time on your browser. This makes your study practical, it optimizes 
time, it gets dynamic, it makes it much more fun and effective. By following this you end up learning 
much more. In addition, you learn to be in control of your studies and by having the right tools at hand it 
all flows naturally in a light and productive way. 

In addition, I have prepared a list of best practices for working with audio and video content. Just follow 
the steps and check the results. I hope you like and enjoy it! Divirta-se!! 

Carmen Moura
Skype: carmenluciamoura



Translators dictionaries
Guide 1

http://www.linguee.pt/portugues-ingles/search?source=auto&query=

http://pt.bab.la/ (bilingual languages dictionary)

http://www.wordreference.com/ (bilingual languages dictionary)

http://oque.dictionarist.com/ (multilingual dictionary) 

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/ (multilingual dictionary - terms from several areas)

http://termwiki.com/Special:Search/all/?namespace=PB (wiki terms)
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Portuguese Dictionaries 
and Conjugators

Guide 2

http://www.conjugacao.com.br/ (conjugation / dictionary / synonyms / antonyms)

http://www.dicionarioinformal.com.br// (Portuguese dictionary)

http://www.dicio.com.br/  (Portuguese dictionary)

http://www.dicionarioweb.com.br/ (Portuguese dictionary)

http://www.sinonimos.com.br/  (synonyms)

https://www.significados.com.br/ (meaning and concepts od words) 
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Portuguese Best Video 
Practices

Guide 3

Video Practices with subtitles: 

- Easy Brazilian Portuguese:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MccvWDUUBYA

- Story for Children “BookBox.com”:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cWOo6W31gbg

Video News: http://g1.globo.com/jornal-hoje/

Telenovelas: http://gshow.globo.com/

Babbel videos: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=koucfUIPUBg

Brazilian Movies: http://melhoresfilmes.com.br/paises/brasil

Portuguese Tips and Lessons: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLX13wdVGkyCWb_mRCEkasQ
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Take this free QUIZ and check your 

Portuguese level

http://materiais.helloportuguese.com/quizz-do-you-speak-portuguese



